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valio!i@ period for the fast flight, ticket validity period
for the return flight). In this case the analysis of the
various temporal information of the airline ticket is as
follows:

Abstract
Recent research activities in the area of Temporal
Databases have revealed some problems related to the
definition of time. In this paper we discuss the problem
arising from the definition of valid time and the
assumptions about valid time, which exist in current
Temporal Database approaches. For this problem we
propose a solution, while we identify some consistency
problems that may appear in Temporal Databases, and
which require further investigation.
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1. Introduction

l

Since the dawn of the era of the Temporal Databases
there exist three definitions regarding time in databases
[3,6,7,8,9,10]: transaction time is the time when
something is recorded in the database, valid time is the
time that something happens in the modelled world, and
user time is anything else concerning time. The common
assumption is that for every tuple, or for every field
there exist one transaction, one valid and maybe several
types of user time. The transaction time reflects the
history of the database, while the valid time reflects the
history of the world.

l

The transaction date is the date that the ticket was
recorded into the airline’s database. There seems to
be no doubt that this is the transaction time.
Zssue date is the date that the travel agent issued the
ticket.
Scheduled date of f7rst flight and scheduled date of
return flight are the dates written upon the ticket, that
the customer is scheduled to fly.
Actual date of fast flight and actual date of return
flight are the dates that the customer took the plane
on both parts of the trip. These may be different
from the scheduled dates, because the airline agreed
to put the customer to other flights.
Ticket validity peribd for the fast fhght and Ticket
validi@ period for the return f7ight are the time
periods, during which the ticket is valid. When these
periods end the customer looses his right to fly.

2. The Problem with Valid Time

Each of these dates, except the transaction date, stamps a
change that happens, or is scheduled to happen in the
modelled world, the world of airlines, planes and
customers. Regarding the valid time there exist several
opinions. One interpretation is that the issue date is the
valid time. But is this the most important date? The
customer, or the airline administration, do not often ask
about the issue date of a ticket. Instead they ask about
the flight date. But we have four different flight dates:
two scheduled (go and return) and two actual. Which
one should be the valid time? Furthermore, we have two
other time periods or intervals, ironically named validity
periods, which compete for the title of valid time. The
decision must be taken by the system developer.
Obviously this is not a satisfactory solution. because we
assign the label “valid time”, followed by certain
semantics and handled with a certain methodology, lo a
date or period, semantically similar to other dates or
periods that we call “user times”, which are handled in a
different way.

Consider the case of the record of an airline return
ticket. This ticket has static information (i.e. code,
issuer, customer name, &I&e code, flight numbers,
cities, price, etc.) as well as several temporal
information (i.e. transaction date, issue date, scheduled
date of fust flighf scheduled date of return flighl, actual
date of first ffight, actual date of return f7ight, ricket

An important distinction between field-bound and tuplebound times must be made. As field-bound time we
define a temporal attribute that characterises a field of a
table. For example the scheduled date of return flight, of
the airline ticket example, characterises the return tlight
code field. A tuple-bound time, such as the issue date,
characterises the entity ticket, that is the whole ticket

Recently there have been some second thoughts,
regarding the feasibility of having only one valid time
for every tuple or field [2,7,8]. It seems that in some
cases there exist many candidate valid times. The actual
valid time is always a matter of semantics.
In chapter 2 we present some examples in order to
clarify the valid time problem, while in chapter 3 we
propose a solution that enables the database to manage
more than one valid times. In chapter 4 we describe
some as yet unsolved problems arising from the
existence of more valid times, while in chapter 5 we
present our concluding remarks.
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tuple. Since the primary key characterises a whole tuple,
we can transform the tuple-bound times into field-bound
if we assume that they characterise the primary key of
the tuple. So, in the airline ticket example, we assume
that the issue date characterises the tikket code field.
The above distinction between field-bound and tuplebound times leads to the interesting issue of field and
tuple versioning data representation.
A relational
database supports field versioning if every field of a
table can be associated to time attributes separately
from the other fields. This leads to a representation of
variable length records, because for each tuple there may
be several field changes, which all belong to the same
tuple. Tuple versioning is supported by a relational
database when every time attribute characterises the set
of fields in a tuple as a whole. For every change of any
field value a new tuple is created. The tuple versioning
approach is closer to the current relational approach, but
in the case of temporal databases it results in data
redundancy. The methodology followed by a temporal
database, tuple or field versioning, is a matter of
convention and design principles. In the following we
will discuss both the tuple and field versioning
methodologies.

3.

The Proposed

Solution

It seems that we must accept the situation of having
more than one valid times for a tuple or field. According
to our opinion there exist 3 solutions:
l

l
l

For each different valid time to create a new table,
with the primary key and the relative with the valid
time fields from the master table.
To have only user times, without valid one.
To only valid times, with labels that define their
semantics. without user times.

Using the fust solution in the airline ticket example, and
for tuple versioning, we have to create the following
tables. Because of the tuple versioning representation,
each table has only one valid time.
-

-

-

The master table, which has all the flight data except
the scheduled flight code. Primary key is the ticket
code. Valid time is the issue date.
The scheduled first flight table, with primary key the
ticket code, and only one other field, the scheduled
fist flight code. Valid time is the scheduled date of
fast flight.
The scheduled return flight table, with primary key
the tibket code, and only one other field, the
scheduled retzxm flight code. Valid time is the
scheduled date of retum flight.
The actual first flight table, with primary key the
ticket code, and only one other field, the actual frst
flight code. Valid time is the acfual date of fast
flight.
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-

-

The actual return flight table. with primary key the
ticket code, and only one other field. the actual return
flight code. Valid time is the actual date of return
flight.
The first flight validity period table, with its sole
field the primary key ticket code. Valid time is the
ticket validity period for the first flight.
The return flight validity period table, with its sole
field the primary key ticket code. Valid time is the
ticket validity period for the return flight.

Using the first solution in the airline ticket example, and
for field versioning, we have the following tables. Here,
because of the field versioning, we may have more than
one valid times in every table, but only one valid time
for every field.
-

-

The master table, which has all the flight data.
Primary key is the ticket code. The valid time of the
ticket code field is the issue date. The valid time of
the first flight code field is the scheduled date of tirst
flight. The valid time of the return flight code field is
the scheduled date of return flight. Valid time of the
actual first flight code field is the actual date of first
flight. The valid time of the actual return flight code
field is the actual date of return flight.
The ticket validity period table, with primary key the
ticket code, and two other fields, the first flight code
and the return flight code. Valid time of the first
flight code field is the ticket validity period for the
first flight. The valid time of the return flight code
field is the ticket validity period for the return flight.

This solution can not be accepted, for either tuple or
field versioning, because it increases the number of the
tables, resulting in a more complicated database
administration. Furthermore the queries become slower
and less effective, due to the need for multiple joins.
There is no reason for distributing the information to
more than one tables, except from the need to keep only
one valid time per tuple or tield. Each of the above
tables has the same primary key, so they can be merged
into one table. without loss of information.
The second and third approaches result in the database
having one transaction time and a set of either user or
valid times, each with a label that defines their
semantics. These two approaches, if we disregard the
name of the times (user or valid), are actually the same:
We have a set of labelled times.
Since the first approach leads to unacceptable
information distribution we propose that a temporal
database has one transaction
time, automatically
maintained by the system, and a set of labelled valid
times, provided by the user.
The airline ticket example, for the tuple versioning
approach. has one transaction time and seven valid times
labelled issue date, scheduled date of tint flight.
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scheduled date of return flighf actual date of fast flight,
actual date of return flight, ticket validity period for the
frst flight, and ticket validi@ period for the return flight.
We could consider that every different valid time
belongs to a different time line, labelled by the valid
time label. So all the issue date times belong to the
“issue date” time line.
For the field versioning approach the issue date
characterises the ticket code field, the scheduled date of
fast flight and ticket validity period for the fast flight
characterise the fist flight code field the actual date of
fast flight characterises the actual fust flight code field
the scheduled date of retum flight and ticket validity
period for the return flight characterise the re&m flight
code field while the actual date of return flight
character&es the actual retma flight code field.
To facilitate the proposed valid time solution, the
temporal SQL [ 1,5,1 l] should be extended in order to
provide facilities to identify the appropriate valid times
in a query, by their labels. We propose that the “as-of’
operator of a temporal SQL (transaction time) remains
as it is, while the “when” operator (valid time) is
extended with a “timelabel” operator, that defines the
time line on which the “when” operates.
In a tuple versioning database, in order to ask for the
ticket codes and actual return date of return flight
OA452 flying before date I/ l/95, that actually flied on a
different date than the scheduled, as the database knew
these to be on 212195, the user has to pose the following
query:
SELECT Code, TIMELABEL(ActualDateRetFlight)
FROM Ticket
WHERE SchedRetFlightCode = “OA452”
WHEN
TIMELABEL( SchedDateRetFlight) <
#1/1/95#
AND
TIMELABEL(ActualDateRetFlight)
#
NULL
AND
TIMELABEL( SchedDateRetFlight) #
TIMELABEL(ActualDateRetFlight)
#2/2/1995#;
AS-OF

ActttalRetFlightCode.TIMELABEL(ActualDateRetFlight)
AS-OF
#2/2/ l995#;
The TIMELABEL
operator, in a field versioning
database, always refers to a field, because there may be
valid times with the same label, each assigned to a
different field.

4. Discussion
The proposed solution is not a panacea. There are still
issues that need further discussion. For example, the
introduction of time in a database may lead to
inconsistencyproblems[2,7,8].
Consider the following situation in a banking
environment: CustomerC hasa joint money account in a
bank together with his wife W. At 8:00 of the li 1194
(valid time) the account holds $15000. At 12:OOof the
sameday (valid time) the customer C deposits$5000 in
the account. The history of the account balance is as
displayed in figure 1.

8:00
$15000

12:oo
I
I

$20000

Figure1: Historyof thebalanceof a bankaccount

The NULL value in a time attribute means that the user
has not provided a value for this attribute. In our case we
have to be sure that this ticket actually was used (time #
NULL).
In a field versioning database the above queries will be
expressed as:
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SELECT Code,
ActualRetFlightCode.TIMELABEL(ActualDateRetFlight)
FROM Ticket
WHERE SchedRetFlightCode = “OA452”
WHEN
SchedRetFlightCode.TIMELABEL(SchedDateRetFlight)
< #1/1/95#
AND
ActualRetFlightCode.TIMELABEL(ActualDateRetFlight)
t NULL
AND
SchedRetFlightCode.TIMELABEL(SchedDateRetFlight)

At 10:00 of the sameday l/1/94 (valid time) the wife of
C, that is customer W, made a withdrawal of $5000.
This withdrawal was not recorded immediately, due to
problems of the banks network. The transaction was
recorded at 14330 after A’s deposit of 12:O0. The
databasemust now be modified by inserting the balance
$10000 valid from 10:00 until 12:00, as displayed in
figure 2.
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12:oo
I
I

$20000

12:oo
I
’ $10000 ’

$15000

8:OO
$15000
lo:oo

Figure 2: Modification

Our proposed solution is to abolish the notion of user
time, and allow for multiple valid times, each one
belonging to a labelled time line. Thus the semanticsof
thesetimes doesnot suffer, while the usermay selectthe
queries,to contain any neededvalid time. For this reason
an extension to the “when” operator (valid time) of the
temporal SQL is proposed,that identifies the time line to
which the “when” will be performed.

of thebalancehistoryof a bankaccount
Very interesting consistency problems arise from the
recording of time in databases, both at the data
managementand the data definition level. These issues
needto be further investigated.

If the databaseallows this insertion, then for the period
10:00-12:OOthere exist 2 different balance amounts in
the bank account, $15000and $10000. It is obvious to us
that the correct answer is $10000 becausethe $10000
balanceis stampedby a later transaction time (lO:OO).
The samediscussioncan be made for the balancesof
$20000and $15000 for the period later than 12:OO.The
problem that arisesis a matter of the following decision.
Shouldwe allow the databaseto draw this conclusion by
itself, or should we consider this insertion as an
inconsistency, and ask the application or the user to
explicitly modify the validity period of the $15000
balance to 8:00-1O:OO. before inserting the $10000
balance update? In other words should we allow the
databaseto alter our data without consulting us or our
application? This is an issue that needs further
investigation, becausethere are no standardrules, other
than common sense that is absent from a database
system.This inconsistency problem may be resolved by
extending the table definition semantics, in order to
include guidelines for the database, concerning the
handling and freedom allowed for each of the multiple
valid times.
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